Abstract-Radio-frequency (RF) ablation is an effective minimally invasive treatment for atrial fibrillation, where RF fields are delivered by a catheter within the heart. In current clinical practice, this procedure is performed without real-time feedback about the viability of tissue beneath the ablation lesion. As a result, it can be challenging to perform complete ablation of the target tissue whilst avoiding damage to adjacent structures. Recently, all-optical ultrasound imaging, where ultrasound is both generated and detected using light, has been demonstrated as a viable imaging modality exhibiting high image resolution, strong miniaturisation potential, and resilience to interfererence by electromagnetic (EM) fields from the RF ablation catheter. In this work, the suitability of all-optical ultrasound to monitoring RF ablation lesion delivery is investigated using a bench-top imaging system. This system is capable of real-time, video-rate 2D imaging at an image depth of 15 mm, a resolution of 100 μm, a dynamic range of 35 dB, and a sustained frame rate of 9 Hz. In this paper we present the first real-time, video-rate all-optical ultrasound images acquired during RF ablation, and demonstrate how the imaging system was able to clearly visualise the lesion growth at a contrast of up to 30 dB. In addition, we demonstrated how lesion growth in inhomogeneous tissue can progress in an erratic fashion. High-quality imaging during treatment will enable optimisation of the ablation parameters during treatment, and will minimise both treatment times and complication rates.
I. INTRODUCTION
Atrial fibrillation is a heart condition affecting an estimated 1% of the adult population [1] . With this condition, specific regions of the heart no longer contract synchronously, which results in an irregular heart rate and elevated risk of stroke [2] . To restore full synchronicity, radio-frequency (RF) ablation of heart tissue is widely used as a treatment when pharmacological treatment is inadequate. With this procedure, a catheter tip emitting intense electromagnetic (EM) RF fields is placed against cardiac tissue, and tissue ablation is induced by absorption of these fields.
Radio-frequency ablation catheters are typically positioned within the heart under guidance of X-ray fluoroscopy. X-ray fluoroscopy offers good catheter visibility, thus facilitating its positioning, but its soft-tissue contrast is insufficient to visualise heart tissue and ablation lesion progression. As a result, clinicians purely rely on initial positioning and tactile feedback from the catheter to ensure tissue contact and catheter positioning. However, the lack of real-time treatment lesion monitoring introduces the risks of catheter motion, loss of tissue contact, or over-treatment, which can have life-threatening consequences.
Several interventional imaging modalities have been demonstrated to achieve high-resolution, real-time RF ablation lesion visualisation using a minimally invasive device. For instance, M-mode imaging was demonstrated with optical coherence tomography catheters [3] , through optical spectroscopy [4] , and using ultrasound catheters comprising electronic transducers [5] , [6] . In addition, real-time photoacoustic imaging has been demonstrated in vitro using either fully external imaging probes [7] , [8] or by combining interstitial light delivery with external ultrasound detectors [9] . However, real-time 2D or 3D ultrasound visualisation of lesion formation from inside the heart has remained elusive.
Recent advances in all-optical ultrasound imaging, where ultrasound is both generated and detected using light, have resulted in miniature fibre-optic imaging probes [10] - [13] that are inherently immune to EM interference. They are ideally suited to interventional imaging applications, and here we consider their application to RF ablation lesion monitoring. We present the first real-time, video-rate 2D all-optical ultrasound imaging of RF tissue ablation. Using a bench-top imaging setup [14] , we monitored RF ablation lesion formation at a contrast of up to 30 dB, and investigated the growth pattern of RF ablation lesions for different tissue types. 
II. METHODS

A. Optical ultrasound generation
Ultrasound was generated optically by delivering focussed, pulsed excitation light (wavelength: 1064 nm, pulse energy: 76 μm, pulse duration: 5 ns, repetition rate: 3 kHz; FQS-400-1-Y-1064, Elforlight, U.K.) to an optically absorbing membrane, where it was converted into ultrasound via the photoacoustic effect [15] . This membrane was fabricated from a nanocomposite of multi-walled carbon-nanotubes and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to generated high pressures (MPa range) and bandwidths (25 − 30 MHz) [16] - [18] . Using fast scanning optics, a single optical ultrasound source was rapidly steered across this membrane to synthesise a linear imaging aperture, thus enabling real-time and video-rate 2D imaging (sustained frame rate: 9 Hz, imaging depth: 15 mm, resolution: 100 μm). The source array comprised 200 sources distributed along a linear aperture (width: 13 mm) using a trigonometric asin pattern [14] . A schematic of the imaging paradigm is shown in Fig. 1(a) .
B. Optical ultrasound detection
Back-scattered ultrasound waves were recorded using a fibreoptic ultrasound detector comprising a Fabry-Pérot cavity [19] (noise-equivalent pressure: 40 Pa, bandwidth: up to 80 MHz, omnidirectional response). Pressure variations of the impinging ultrasound waves resulted in changes in reflectivity of this cavity [20] , [21] , which were detected using a photodiode (DET01CFC, Thorlabs, Germany), amplified (+30 dB; DHPVA-200, Femto, Germany), and digitised (125 MSa/s, 14 bit; M4i.4420-x8, Spectrum, Germany) without signal averaging. The acquired data were reconstructed into B-mode images using the delay-and-sum algorithm [22] , and displayed (after envelope detection) on a logarithmic scale spanning a dynamic range of 35 dB.
C. Radio-frequency ablation and tissue preparation
A passively cooled, monopolar ablation catheter (max power: 30 W, max temperature: 65
• C, treatment duration: 60 s; IBI-1500T, Irvine Biomedical, CA, USA) was used to generate RF ablation lesions. A custom mounting frame facilitated tissue mounting and ensured reliable contact between the catheter tip and the tissue sample, and is shown in Fig. 1(b-d) . The ablation catheter was positioned behind the tissue sample to avoid acoustic shadowing from the metal catheter tip. Both structurally homogeneous (fresh organic chicken breast) and inhomogeneous (fresh organic pork belly) tissue samples were used to investigate how variations in tissue structure affect RF lesion formation. Thin tissue samples were manually cut (thickness: 4 − 10 mm) and bonded to the sample mount using cyanoacrylate.
III. RESULTS
Real-time, video-rate imaging of a homogeneous tissue sample undergoing RF ablation revealed that the ablation lesion formation could clearly be visualised at a contrast of up to 30 dB ( Fig. 2 ; the full video is available from youtu.be/HR5HFuOejE). The lesion was observed to exhibit isotropic growth away from the catheter tip, and the lesion size determined from all-optical ultrasound images (6 mm × 4 mm post-ablation) was identical to that determined from section photographs.
When an inhomogeneous tissue sample was imaged during RF ablation, the lesion again was clearly visible (Fig. 3(c) ). However, the lesion growth pattern was much more erratic than that observed in the homogeneous tissue sample (as can be appreciated from the corresponding video available at youtu.be/6ZD7cEj4AYs), exhibiting "tendril-like" growth along preferred directions. Good correspondence was observed between the lesion shape judged from all-optical ultrasound images and the shape, size and orientation of the features (e.g., fat striations) visible in the corresponding tissue section (Fig. 3(a) ). In this photograph, the area around the striation appears less treated than the surroundings, as was suggested by the lesion appearance in the all-optical ultrasound images.
In addition, an increase with time in the overall brightness of the all-optical ultrasound images was observed. This could be attributed to the strong temperature dependency of the speed of sound in fat; as the pork belly tissue (containing a high concentration of fat) increased in temperature, the acoustic contrast between fat and water increased. The ablation catheter tip was not visualised as the strong acoustic inhomogeneities throughout the sample inhibited accurate image reconstruction at large depths.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we applied real-time, video-rate all-optical ultrasound imaging to for the first time enable RF ablation lesion visualisation during treatment. To this aim, a bench-top alloptical ultrasound imaging setup was used that generated 2D images at an image depth of 15 mm, a resolution of 100 μm, a dynamic range of 35 dB, and a sustained frame rate of 9 Hz. Ablation lesions were clearly visualised, despite the strong EM fields generated by the ablation catheter and the corresponding sharp temperature gradients.
Real-time imaging during RF ablation was performed using both homogeneous and inhomogeneous tissue samples, and different lesion growth patterns were observed for these tissues. The observation of erratic lesion growth for inhomogeneous tissue highlights the need for true 2D or 3D imaging: if isotropic lesion growth was assumed, or lesion progression was extrapolated from single-channel M-mode measurements, the estimated shape and size of the lesion could have differed significantly, thus risking over-or under-treatment.
While the cardiac tissue targeted during RF ablation treatment of atrial fibrillation can be largely homogeneous, tissues encountered in other clinical contexts, such as liver tumours in interventional oncology, can be highly inhomogeneous. Greater levels of inhomogeneity may heighten our uncertainties about how RF ablation lesions progress. Additional uncertainty can be introduced by cooling effects due to local blood flow [23] , [24] . In future studies we will therefore investigate the lesion growth in a range of tissue types and blood flow conditions. Detailed comparisons to histological analyses will be valuable to better understand how the alloptical ultrasound images relate to tissue changes induced by RF ablation.
The lesion size and shape have in this work been determined offline through visual analysis of the recorded videos. In future work, we will explore the use of statistical parameters derived from data along spatial and temporal dimensions. Ultimately, these could result in real-time and fully automatic RF ablation lesion contouring to facilitate image interpretation in a clinical setting, and provide clinicians with invaluable feedback during treatment.
The presented work was performed using a bench-top imaging system that is, at present, not suitable for interventional applications due to size constraints. However, by leveraging previous advances in sub-millimetre fibre-optic all-optical ultrasound imaging probes, all-optical ultrasound imaging could be integrated with an ablation catheter. Such an integrated device will enable minimally invasive ablation treatment under continuous guidance and monitoring, and will allow for optimisation and verfication of the treatment parameters in order to reduce prodecure times and complication rates. 
